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TRANSFER THE CASE TO “CCB “AS MADIWALA POLICE DID NOT CRACKED THE JEWELLERY 

THEFT CASE REPORTED IN FIR 1687/2015 DATED 07-09-2015  

      
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: M.S.Rajashekhar Member Campaign committee KPCC has requested Sri G Parmeshwar  Hon’ble Home Minister Government of Karnataka and 

commissioner of police to transfer FIR 1687/2015 dated 07-09-2015  to CCB Bangalore for investigation as Madiwala police Station has not cracked the Jewellery theft case for more than one year 4 months as 

reportedly thieves have theft on many jurisdiction of police stations which single police station cannot effectively investigate . Madiwala police as it has not cracked the Jewellery theft case reported in FIR 1687/2015 

and police need to recover the stolen Jewellery at the earliest as more than one year 4 MONTHS has passed and  police did nothing to recover the Jewellery of several lakh rupees and complainant is stressed and 

worried. Madiwala police has not cracked the Jewellery theft case of more than 30 Lakhs reported in FIR 1687/2015 dated 07-09-2015 and Despite Jewellery thefts details and photographs were provided by 

complainant and police lifted several finger prints from the scene of crime and suspect could have been rounded off by telephone records of suspects and tower location and finger prints lifted by Madiwala police and 

Dog squad reports and recovery could have been made at the earliest.One should not forget that a thorough investigation is the foundation of an efficient criminal justice system. If this gets weakened, edifice of the 

criminal justice system becomes weak and thus endangers the public peace and tranquility. The purpose of highlighting all these is not to find fault with the Government, but to bring to its notice that some urgent 

steps are required to bring more credibility to the police system in the State in general and Bengaluru City, in particular. 

 

Police Alerts: Be careful about strangers and keep casual acquaintances at a distance : According to police repors and In the wake of three high-profile double murder cases, wherein victims fell prey to 

acquaintances, city police are asking citizens to be on their guard while inviting or letting in to their homes even those they are familiar with.Reportedly it is learnt from officers in charge of investigation of the three 

cases in question, that the assailants were familiar with where the families kept their property inside their homes. In April, an elderly couple was killed in their highly secure building in Fraser Town, Pulakeshinagar, 

by a plumber, who worked for them. Parvathraj, 61, and his wife Chandrakala, 55, were murdered by Premchand Jain, who often visited the couple at their home to undertake repair work.“He learnt how much 

money they had at home, which subsequently became his motive to kill them,“ said a Pulakeshinagar police officer.Three months later, a retired employee of the University of Agricultural Sciences, and his wife were 

stabbed to death at their Kodigehalli bungalow by their son's friend, a cab driver, who was a frequent visitor to their home. The driver, aware of the fact that his friend's parents ran a chit-fund business, killed them 

after they refused to yield to his demands for money .Last week, two women  motherin-law and daughter-in-law  were killed at their Vasanthnagar residence, in the heart of the city, by acquaintances of their spouses. 

A senior police officer said that the man who killed Santoshi Bai, 59, and Lata, 38, had visited their home several times to pledge gold ornaments with their husbands. He knew that the money was kept under the bed 

in their house. “He was among the many people who went to the victims' home to deposit gold. He also knew much about the routine of the family members,“ the officer added.The common thread tying all three 

cases is this: The accused were regular visitors at the victims' homes, before they turned their nemesis. Although easy access to the victims' homes no doubt aided the cause of the killers, police are cautioning citizens 

against paranoia.“Just as people are careful about strangers, they should keep casual acquaintances at a distance. It is good to be social, but if they are familiar with your house, routine and habits, it could prove 

dangerous,“ said a senior city police officer.  

 

Madiwala is a busy area. It connects to the Hosur Road, BTM layout among other important locations. There is a great deal of vehicular movement as several vehicles ply in and out of the state through these roads. 

There have been constant complaints about the lack of security along these roads. Trucks and other heavy vehicles from outside the state move around these roads and residents have often said that there is no 

control what so ever.The road leading up to the Electronic City at night is ghostly. Leave alone a woman, a man too would not feel safe to travel on these roads at night. Several young women have to travel on these 

roads as a lot of them do grave yard shifts in call centres based at Electronic City.Reportedly The data provided discloses that 40 dacoity cases, 285 robbery cases, 338 chain snatching cases, 350 house-break thefts 

(day), 1,054 house-break thefts (night), 2,343 home thefts, 5,356 motor vehicle thefts and 688 ordinary theft cases have been registered in all the city police stations upto 30.11.2015 from 1.1.2015. Out of this, 34 

dacoity cases, 191 robbery cases, 272 chain snatching cases, 146 house-break thefts (day), 425 house-break thefts (night), 708 home thefts, 1580 motor vehicle thefts and 688 ordinary thefts have been detected. 

 

Mr Shiva Kirshna has put up his experience with Madiwala police at https://www.facebook.com/blrcitypolice/posts/536799379688163. He states that “Sir we have a big problem here our complaint no:-1003/2012 

dated 13/12/2012 (but actual theft took place on 10/12/2012).This was a big theft of THREE LAP TOPS ,three mobiles and a purse containing money was robbed from our room. The surprising fact was, no one of the 

official from the madivala police station neither enquired by visiting our place nor contacted or updated about the process till now. Till now we have visited P.S day by day daily the greatest answer we received till 

now from the officers is " NO TRACE".Even they are not looking our faces.From our side we have done every thing by providing IMEI numbers and MAC ID'S.We got some respect to BCP and also some hope now 

after reading some quick response stories. We are now requesting BCP to do some thing with this issue and help us.sir it's almost worth of 1.5 lakh property atleast we need some response because we came from 

different cities to study here and we are not employers.Few years back Though it was reported that Bangalore: South East division police have cracked 111 cases by arresting 37 persons, and recovered valuables 

worth over Rs 1.16 crore. This includes 36 cases cracked by Mico Layout police station, 23 in Tilaknagar, 15 in Hulimavu, and 16 in Madiwala.It is reported that on 1.12.2015, the Hon'ble Minister of Home, 

Government of Karnataka, gave a surprise visit to Madivala Police Station and noticed many inadequacies and even assured to take suitable steps at the earliest to set right the deficiencies. This attitude of the 

Hon'ble Minister will be a step in aid in improving the policing in Bengaluru to a greater extent. Effective law and order situation is an absolute necessity in any welfare society and this helps towards a 

comprehensive growth in the society. The data provided discloses that 40 dacoity cases, 285 robbery cases, 338 chain snatching cases, 350 house-break thefts (day), 1,054 house-break thefts (night), 2,343 home thefts, 

5,356 motor vehicle thefts and 688 ordinary theft cases have been registered in all the city police stations upto 30.11.2015 from 1.1.2015. Out of this, 34 dacoity cases, 191 robbery cases, 272 chain snatching cases, 146 

house-break thefts (day), 425 house-break thefts (night), 708 home thefts, 1580 motor vehicle thefts and 688 ordinary thefts have been detected. 

 

Reportedly and allegedly A woman in Bengaluru lost her golden ‘Vanki’ (armlet) and she lodged a police complaint. Police caught the thief and recovered the armlet. The cop who was in-charge of that station 

developed a secret desire to retain the valuable Vanki. Next day when the complainant (theft victim) arrived at the station to collect her Vanki, she was shown a pestle instead of the armlet. The policeman cleverly 

played with homophones and replaced ‘Vanki’ with a ‘Onake’ (rice pounder / pestle). He convinced the complainant that the item recovered from thief was ‘Onake’ and not ‘Vanki.’ This is a story that often makes 

rounds in police circle. Though the story may sound quite hilarious, it tells how your stolen valuables recovered by police could be siphoned off by the guardians themselves. It is an interesting example of fence eating 

the crop!.Please note that all policeman are not like that, But few may be black sheep within department. Such Black sheep’s need to be shunted out from department. 

 

According to press report this is a story that often makes rounds in police circle(only about few black sheep’s in the department) . Though the story may sound quite hilarious, it tells how your stolen valuables 

recovered by police could be siphoned off by the guardians themselves. It is an interesting example of fence eating the crop! A report filed by a senior police officer in few months back  corroborates the trend. 

According to a media report, then Assistant Commissioner of Police (Madivala sub-division) had submitted a detailed report on how seized stolen items were missing in Koramangala and Madivala police stations. He 

had suspected the police station staff of disposing the recovered stolen items illegally for money. This being the case, how is the police department supposed to deal with theft cases? What are the legal procedures to 

be followed? What should a theft victim do? And what happens to the unclaimed seized items? Soon after you lose an item over theft, the first thing you will have to do is to file a complaint in the nearest police 

station where the theft took place. You need to have the bill related to the item if it is available, and a photo of the jewellery or the item that was stolen, which will help the cops in moving forward. The police will file 

a First Information Report and hunt for the thief. 

Reported Unusual suspects: Reportedly Devi Mahalakshmi (23) is a software engineer. She is also trying to crack the IIT and IIM exams. A resident of Indiranagar, Devi, has not had an easy life. She became the 

breadwinner of her family soon after her father deserted her mother years ago. Armed with a distinction from an engineering college in Tiruppur, Devi landed in Chennai. After having worked in Chennai with a 

salary of Rs 4,000 per month, she landed in Bangalore-- with dreams of making it big in the IT capital.The dreams soon started crumbling when she could not make it happen and instead was saddled with debts-- 

money she had borrowed from people to write exams. With a huge debt of Rs 2-3 lakh on her head, Devi was not in a position to even send money home.That was when she decided to get money by hook or 

crook.Now, she is in the custody of the Old Airport police. Police have recovered gold and cash amounting to a value of Rs 9 lakh from her. All booty from a minimum of 28 cases of theft.Transformed into a hi-tech 

thief, Devi has managed to raised hell in several PG hostels too. She used to use the money she stole to pay her lenders and to send money home.Case file She was involved in 28 theft cases in and around the city 

including in Airport (4), Hal (2), KR Pura (1), Byappanahalli (2), Jeevan Bima Nagar (1), Indiranagar (1), Koramangala (3), Halasur (2), Madiwala (1), Mico Layout (2), Tilakanagar (1), Jayanagara (1), JP Nagara 

(2), Ramamurthynagar(1), Hulimavu (1), HSR Layout (3).The investigation is still on and it is suggested that she could have been involved in many more cases-- even touching 40.The police have recovered 24 

credit/debit cards, PAN cards, ID cards from her, five Laptops, cash of Rs 2.03 lakh, gold jewels and coins of 500 grams.Modus operandi ● She searches websites to get paying guest/ ladies hostels’ numbers.● 

Contacts them from coin booths but never from her mobile phone.● She prepares forged ID cards of different software companies and visiting cards.● Goes to PG hostels and seek friendship with the girls there.● 

She says that she needs room only for a day or more days and will pay minimum money as rent.● Then she steals mainly credit/ debit cards of inmates and using it she buys gold.● She also steals laptops, gold 

jewellery from the rooms.● After theft, she used to leave the PG in search of another PG hostel.● She used to give different names/ addresses to different PGs. 

Reportedly in Darshan T S vs The State Of Karnataka on 10 December, 2015 it is held that “the data furnished by the Commissioner of Police through the Additional Commissioner of Police (Crime) discloses that the 

Commissionerate of Bengaluru City is divided into Seven (7) divisions and each division has a Deputy Commissioner of Police. The total number of cases registered in the police stations of seven sub- divisions from 

1.1.2015 upto 30.11.2015 is 44,294. The total sanctioned strength of the police personnel of 105 police stations of Bengaluru City is 9,601 and the actual working strength is only 6,914 resulting in 2,687 vacancies. The 

vacancy position is 28% of the sanctioned strength. There are in all 105 police stations in Bengaluru City. Out of these 105 police stations, 66 police stations have more than 300 cases each as on 30.11.2015. As on 

30.11.2015 total number of cases registered in Madivala police station alone is 2,200. The sanctioned strength of Madivala police station is 106 and out of them 12 are vacant, whereas in Commercial Street police 

station total number of cases registered upto 30.11.2015 is 218 with sanctioned strength of 121 and out of them 32 posts are vacant. In Mahadevapura Police Station as many as 667 and in Banaswadi Police Station as 

many as 780 cases respectively have been registered from 1.1.2015 upto 30.11.2015 with sanctioned strength of 88 each out of which 20 and 15 posts respectively are vacant. Almost all the 13 police stations in South 

East Division have in all 9,394 cases registered upto to 30.11.2015 with sanctioned strength of 1,178 and vacancy of 272. 1,082 cases have been registered in MICO layout police station of South-east Division upto 

30.11.2015 with actual sanctioned strength of 91 only. Similarly HSR Layout police station has 982 cases and sanctioned strength is 88 only; out of this 14 posts are vacant. In the North East Division, there are 10 

police stations with a total sanctioned strength of 871 and out of them, 267 are vacant. The total number of cases registered upto 30.11.2015 in all these 10 stations is 2,463. Thus the average of cases registered in each 

police station in North East Division would be roughly about 250 and this appears to be manageable. One should not forget that soon after registration of the case, investigation is to be taken up to arrest the accused, 

if absolutely required, custodially interrogate the accused if necessary, recover the incriminating articles, record the statements of witnesses, draw up requisite mahazars like recovery mahazar, seizure mahazar, 

inquest, rough sketches, etc.. At times the police will have to solicit the assistance of the Taluk Executive Magistrate to record the statement of the victim who is about to die or in anticipation of death, send the 

incriminating articles to Forensic Science Laboratory/ Chemical Analyst or doctor to conduct test and to submit opinion. In certain dacoity or robbery cases, police will have to take the accused to several places to 

recover robbed money/article. Production of accused before the Court with suitable report seeking the police or judicial custody involves substantial work. Whenever bail applications are filed in criminal courts or 
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High Court, police will have to submit status report or objections. In order to take the case to its logical end, police will have to conduct a thorough and diligent investigation without any undue delay. Investigating a 

criminal case is not an easy or an ordinary work. It requires thorough professionalism and professionalism can be achieved only through effective training. Many offences have become hi-tech, in the sense that 

mobile phones and electronic devices are used to hatch conspiracy and messages are sent through SMS and e-mail. Digital evidence plays a vital role in many cases. Seizure of hard discs, collection of call details and 

such other digital materials require thorough knowledge of Digital Forensic Science. Proof of such digital evidence requires stricter evidence as per Sections 65-A and B of Evidence Act. The protocols in proving 

digital evidence are made stricter. Police personnel require intermittent training not only about conducting investigation in conventional crimes, but also in respect of cyber crimes, cases of terrorism, offences against 

children, cases relating to narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, etc. To sensitize the police officers in the cadre of P.S.I and above, Police Training Colleges are required at divisional head quarters, since a 

P.S.I in Bidar finds it difficult to come to Bengaluru to undergo training. It is high time that sufficient focus is given to train the police officers on various aspects of policing and investigation, keeping in mind the law 

laid down by the Hon'ble Apex Court and this Court. Updating of training manuals and Police Manual is also the need of the hour. Each police station in Bengaluru City is headed by a police officer of the rank of 

Inspector (Circle Inspector) assisted by 2-4 Police Sub Inspectors, 4-6 Assistant Sub Inspectors, 6-8 Head Constables and the remaining personnel being constables. Each station is entrusted to look after both the law 

and order situations as well as investigation of crimes. Many a time, substantial time is consumed in maintaining law and order. Many public functions will be arranged in various parts of the city requiring 

deputation of many police personnel. Every now and then, VIPs and VVIPs will be coming to the city and this also requires deputation of sufficient civil police attached to the police stations. Apart from this, elections 

will be held to Assembly, Parliament and local bodies and civil police will also be deputed to such elections. As a result of all these works, many a time, investigation takes a back seat. Apart from this, many police 

officers/ officials either having conducted the investigation or being a part of investigation, are expected to attend various criminal Courts to tender evidence and their presence in courts is essential. A Police officer 

who conducted the investigation here at Bengaluru two years ago might be working in Belagavi and he has to tender evidence at Bengaluru and it may require at least two days and his absence for two days at 

Belagavi will have a greater effect in regard to the investigation of a case already taken up by him there. Fortunately Traffic Wing is separated here and many other places. Similarly demarcation of police in each 

station for investigation is an absolute necessity, lest, the desired results cannot be achieved.” 

In the case of MALIK MAZHAR SULTAN vs UTTAR PRADESH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION & OTHERS reported in [2006] 9 SCC 507 (CIVIL APPEAL NO.1867/06), the Hon'ble apex court has 

elaborately discussed the issue of selection of civil judges (Junior Division) and district judges by way of direct appointment and to fill up the vacant posts of judicial officers at regular intervals. In fact, a calendar in 

this regard is fixed in the very judgment itself. The said decision of the Hon'ble apex court would be of great help to the Department in prescribing the dates within which applications will have to be called for, 

examination/test to be held and conclusion of the selection process in the form of appointments, every year. The relevant direction given by the Hon'ble apex court to all State Governments, Union Territories and 

High Courts is relevant and the same is found in paragraph 23 of the judgment. It is reproduced below: '23. It is absolutely necessary to evolve a mechanism to speedily determine and fill vacancies of judges at all 

levels. For this purpose, timely steps are required to be taken for determination of vacancies, issue of advertisement, conducting examinations, interviews, declaration of the final results and issue of orders of 

appointments. For all these and other steps, if any, it is necessary to provide for fixed time schedule so that the system works automatically and there is no delay in filling up of vacancies. The dates for taking these 

steps can be provided for on the pattern similar to filling of vacancies in some other services or filling of seats for admission in medical colleges. The schedule appended to the regulations governing adhered to every 

year. The exception can be provided for where sufficient number of vacancies do not occur in a given year. The adherence to strict time schedule can ensure timely filling of vacancies. All the State Governments, the 

Union Territories and/or the High Courts are directed to provide the time schedule for the aforesaid purposes so that every year vacancies that may occur are timely filled. All the State Governments, the Union 

Territories and the High Courts are directed to file within three months details of the time schedule so fixed and date from which the time schedule so fixed would be operational.'  

Conclusion and request: : M.S.Rajashekhar Member Campaign committee KPCC  has requested Sri G Parmeshwar  Hon’ble Home Minister Government of Karnataka and commissioner of police to transfer FIR 

1687/2015 dated 07-09-2015  to CCB Bangalore for investigation as Madiwala police Station has not cracked the Jewellery theft case for more than one year 4 months as reportedly thieves have theft on many 

jurisdiction of police stations which single police station cannot effectively investigate Madiwala police as it has not cracked the Jewellery theft case reported in FIR 1687/2015 and police need to recover the stolen 

Jewellery at the earliest as more than one year four has passed and  police did nothing to recover the Jewellery of several lakh rupees and complainant is stressed and worried. Madiwala police has not cracked the 

Jewellery theft case of more than 30 Lakhs reported in FIR 1687/2015 dated 07-09-2015 and Despite Jewellery thefts details and photographs were provided by complainant and police lifted several finger prints from 

the scene of crime and suspect could have been rounded off by telephone records of suspects and tower location and finger prints lifted by Madiwala police . 

      

 

 
CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and 

years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476   E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/445276/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1617723/

